Figure 1 - Welcome to Live Well in Later Life interactive map > Read initial splash window / click on hyperlinks to get further information if needed > Click ‘OK’.

Figure 2 - Hover the mouse over the ‘Layer List’ on the left side of the map > click on the icon > Also, the legend is displayed when you click on the icon.
Figure 3 – There are six categories on the Layer list > Check and uncheck boxes as preferred.

Figure 4 - Click on top of the categories to expand/collapse the layer list (i.e: Health) > a layer list is displayed within each category (i.e: GPs, Dentists, Optometrists, etc) > Check and uncheck boxes to turn chosen layers on and off.
Figure 5 - Check the desired boxes and the map will show the data.

Figure 6 - Click on the symbol you want to identify > Pop-up window with information appears.
**Figure 7** - If you wish to zoom in there are three options > (a) Clicking on the ‘Zoom to’ text inside the pop-up window > (b) Clicking on the zoom toolbar on the top left corner (+, -) will allow you to zoom in and out as needed and see to a street extent view > (c) Use your mouse scroll wheel.

**Figure 8** - More toolbars are found on the top left corner such as ‘Directions’, ‘Print’ and a ‘Find Address’ search engine where you can type street names or postcodes.
Figure 9 - Should you require to look at multiple pieces of information together, scroll up or down the layer list and check or uncheck layers as needed. Information is layered and displayed at the same time.

Figure 10 - When the information is layered, symbols might overlap. In order to identify each feature click any symbol you want to identify. A play symbol (►) displays in the pop up window which indicates ‘next feature’. Click on it and see the rest of information contained within that specific geographic area selected (a parenthesis on the left shows the total number of features we can visualise).